I wish you had attempted something in which you had a greater chance
of success/
To my solicitous young friend:
Taliesiu is preaching an unpopular gospel, I admit: preaching by prac-
tice, the gospel of Work, and Work has been pretty well knocked out
of American youth by way of inflated 'Education'. It is going to be no easy
matter, I can see, to put the joy back into work that alone can make work
creative and lift it above drudgery.
There have already been many youths here at Taliesin who had applied
themselves to a college curriculum four to six years and had come out
with the usual 'degree'. Some of them honour men. They could suffi-
ciently concentrate to arrive at that. But they know, as I do, that this is
less, much less, than half the right thing.
'Less than half means that most college-grown men today are rather
less than half-men. They are sometimes interesting, often informed,
controversially conversational, pettily egotistic, but usually impotent.
Any skilled labour involving their physical resources is beyond them.
They imagine it is beneath them but, really, it is beyond them. To use
tools well, especially a shovel, a hoe, or an axe requires at least as much
Science and more Manhood than swinging a golf club on a golf ball
correctly or rooting at a football game.
To stay with a good piece of work in the field or a building requires
more stamina than football because football is showing off and field work
or building is a kind of skilled sacrifice to nothing immediate but some-
thing stored up in the Future. The man who plants a tree knows some-
thing of this non-showing but deeply satisfying aspect of work. And if
the Taliesin experiment in apprenticeship does fail, it will fail because
our modern youths have been left high and dry above the capacity to
surrender to work in its rich, full, manifold forms, And because the
individual educated youth, where his physical nature is concerned with
his head, is unable to be and continue as a good workman—per se, as
such. That is to say, where his head and hands should be,
So I look with increasing disgust (alarm too) at the coddled addled
product parents turn adrift upon society by way of the colleges. Yes, by
hundreds of thousands, half-baked novitiates congregate in universities all
looking for dignity, worth and wealth outside the only source from which
either can spring for them: the creative energy of their whole manhood,
projected with enjoyment into useful creative employment: work wherein
physical force must be so related to mind that none can say where the one
begins and the other ends.
I have the same feeling of repulsion for the one-sided development of,
say, a sedentary musician, that I would have for some man with an
enormous muscular right arm hanging from an undernourished, unde-
veloped body. I should consider that arm a spiritual deformity as well as a
physical monstrosity. * Specialities* are usually developed at such expense
to the health and soundness of the whole man. They offend me even more
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